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The Walls of



Synopsis
From the theatre company that toured sell-out performances of 
their original work, A Pocketful of Joy, comes a brand new musical 
adventure story: The Walls of Poetica. 

The Walls of Poetica explores themes of acceptance, exploring the outside world and facing one’s fears.  When 

adventurous orphan, Quinn, comes across a great impenetrable wall one day, he digs his way through a slimy pipe and 

into the quirky town of Poetica, where people speak only in rhyme and everyone lives in fear of The Teacher.  The zany 

characters that Quinn meets are unlike any he has ever met before and to them, he is nothing but alien.  No one seems 

to know why the walls are up, why there is a curfew or why the town is shut off from the rest of the world.  But with the 

help of a new found Friend, loads of comedy, poetry, live music, audience interaction, puppetry and mime, an investigation 

into the mystery of the wall unravels and two opposing worlds begin to find the joy in welcoming, rather than fearing, new 

experiences and people.

Sausage Dog Productions endeavours to create children’s theatre with important, underlying themes that is highly 

entertaining, rich with humour and accessible to people of all ages and backgrounds.

“This is children’s theatre at its best.” 
- Sally Hussey, ArtsHub 

“Sausage Dog Productions...have established themselves as one of the most exciting children’s theatre 
companies working today.”
- Daniel Lammin (Director, Playwright and Reviewer)

“Funny, original, and bursting with energy ... a bucket load of fun.” 
- Sammy J, Comedian

What You Get

Pricing

Adelaide Fringe Festival 2015

Duration 50 minute performance with a 10 minute Q&A and ‘meet the actors’ session

Ideal For Foundation - Year 6 (ages 5 - 12)

Performances include a 10min Q&A Session and a chance to meet the puppets at the end of the show

• 1 Performance: $550 base rate (60 students or less), additional child $5/child (up to 150 students)  

• 2 performances up to 150 students per performance: $1500 flat rate

• Optional 1 hour Workshop for up to 30 children: $220

All prices include GST

Tour dates: Tuesday 17 - Friday 20 February 2015

All performances are school incursions except for those performances on Friday 20 February.  These performances will 

take place at The Bally – Gluttony ( Rymill Park / Murlawirrapurka Cnr, East Tce & Rundle Rd ) at 11:30am and 1:30pm.  Tickets 

are $13 per head and non-refundable once purchased.  Please contact Sausage Dog Productions to make a booking.



The Australian Curriculum
Literacy and Numeracy
• Creative language patterns are expressed through rhyme, 

rhythm, characterisation, music, varied sentence structure 

and a range of vocabulary to promote investigation into 

language and enhance its meaning

• Considering geographical spatial awareness in the 

imaginary world of the play

Critical and Creative thinking 
• Creative problem solving utilised through a range of 

performance disciplines to help children remember 

instructions, learn new skills and actively investigate and 

analyse the world around them to find a positive outcome 

• Sourcing ideas from the imagination and providing a 

platform for children to communicate these ideas with 

their peers

Personal and Social capability
• Listening and engaging through the collaborative 

contribution of ideas, observations and feelings

• Thematic connections between personal experiences, the 

world of the text, and other characters, which promotes 

empathy, understanding and sharing responses with others

Ethical and Intercultural 
Understanding
• Learning how to help and understand others by asking 

questions about self, belonging and acceptance

• Storytelling, creative action and performance techniques 

demonstrate how to overcome adversity and promote 

positive thinking

• Characters from diverse cultural backgrounds, introduce 

new ideas and allow the protagonist to move forward in 

her journey

• Being exposed to the concept of moral purpose through 

participation in protagonist choices

AusVELS (VIC)
• Interpersonal Development

• Civics and Citizenship

• Personal Learning

• The Arts

• English

• Communication

• Creativity

• Thinking Processes

Key Themes: acceptance, collaboration, teamwork, 

embracing change, perceptions and attitudes, participation, 

stepping out of your comfort zone, facing your fears. 

Art Forms: Drama, music, English, literature, poetry, 

puppetry, musical theatre

For more information on our company, members and 

performers and for testimonials and reviews, please visit our 

website www.sausagedogproductions.com

Sausage Dog Productions is an independent theatre company, founded in 2012 by performing artists Chanelle Sheehan, 

Hannah Tivendale, Maddie Thiele, Riannon Berkeley and Tara Rankine.  The company aims to create quality children’s 

theatre through the use of classic storytelling, live music, vibrant characters, audience interaction and puppetry.  With over 

20 years’ of performance experience, we are all professional writers, educators and entertainers for children and work 

extensively in the independent and professional music and theatre scene in Melbourne.

Who We Are

Chanelle Sheehan
Performer / Creator

Tara Rankine
Performer / Creator

Maddie Thiele
Performer / Creator

Riannon Berkeley
Company Manager

Hannah Tivendale
Performer / Creator



Contact
Riannon Berkeley: 0422 094 418
Company Manager 

Tara Rankine: 0402 168 604
Company Member

sausagedogproductions.vic@gmail.com

www.sausagedogproductions.com

facebook.com/sausagedogproductions.vic

twitter.com/sausagedogprod

@sausagedogproductions


